PRESS RELEASE

Atlantis, Cape Town, Western Cape, 10 November 2014
RE; New Alden Satellite Search Control user interface.
Alden France has recently improved it's Satellite Search Control user interface, know as the Alden SSC.
The new SSC had been named SSC HD
For excising Alden Satellite dish owners, this is the wall mounted box that you control the dish with.
Some of the fundamental improvements are:
1) Addition of a LCD screen, this screen will show the user what satellite it is looking for or has found
and is locked onto. It now shoes the user the status of link between the satellite and the SSC.
2) The new SSC HD had improved functionality to pass though HD signals.
3) If there was a change in frequency on the satellite itself, it is now easy for the user to choose an
other pre-programmed frequency to find and lock onto the required satellite through the user menu.
Just enter the menu, and to follow up the instructions on the screen. Previous these changes had to
be done by the dealer / installer. The process is very convenient, done in less than 1 minute, no
need any other additional plug in equipment.
4) On the new SSC that is now place for 8 satellites, instead of the 6 on the previous SSC. Although we
in South Africa only use 2 satellites, (DSTV and StarSat) it does mean we are future proofed if more
service providers start offing satellite TV in South Africa.
5) The new SSC has a 12volt output port, this can be used by the user for 12volt equipment, eg a
12volt TV.
6) The addition of a USB port at the rear will allow for better and easier software upgrade systems. In
the future users can download upgrade files and copy these to USB memory sticks, which can be
inserted in the USB port to allow automatic upgrades, this function is not active yet but is part of
future proofing the SSC.
7) The new SSC HD is DBV-S2 ready, Should DSTV or any other provider start using the latest DVBS2 broadcast signals, Alden is ready for this right NOW.
8) This new SSC HD is 100% Made in France.
All shipment from end November 2014 will be delivered with the new SSC HD control panel.
The new SSC HD is fully backwards compatible with all older Alden dish systems.
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